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ABSTRACT
In the summer 2013 the new Landsat 8 NASA polar satellite carrying on board the OLI
(Operational Land Imager) sensor was launched. This sensor respect to the previous ones of the
Landsat family has improved acquisition bands in the visible, NIR, SWIR, TIR ranges and
radiometry that offer a more reliable opportunity for operative monitoring of coastal ecosystems
previously unavailable. In fact the poor radiometry (SNR) of older TM5 and ETM+ Landsat satellite
multispectral sensors even with compatible ground resolution and useful spatial coverage, in
general didn’t allow their advantageous exploitation for systematic monitoring and mapping of
seagrass ecosystems and seabed habitat in coastal shallow waters. These monitoring activities
have been mostly accomplished through on demand acquisitions by VHR (Very High Resolution)
low coverage satellite and airborne sensors (QuickBird, WorldView 2, Daedalus ATM,…). In
addition to the optical (RGB, NIR, SWIR, TIR) OLI spectral bands repositioning to improve their
SNR (Table 1), the new coastal deep blue channel was introduced to provide a more effective and
systematic ocean color retrieving capability at higher spatial resolution in coastal and inland
waters, typically recognized as case II waters. In this perspective, the next ESA Sentinel 2 satellite
dual system will ensure these capabilities with a larger spatial (~ 300X300 km.) and improved
temporal covers (two operating satellite platforms) maintaining at same time similar spatial/spectral
and radiometric features. In Italy, the segrass and Posidonia oceanica (PO) meadows and coastal
habitats are poorly mapped, often the existing maps have unsatisfying spatial resolution and the
information is dated. Thus this work is focused on the implementation of a remote sensing based
methodology for mapping the PO meadows along the Latium coast (central Tyrrhenian sea) where
shallow waters are often subjected to both increasing anthropogenic impacts and hydrodynamic
effects. In this context a frame (acquired on the August 2014) of the recently made available
Landsat 8 OLI data including a wider coastal area (about 50 Km.) was preprocessed in order to
preliminarily test its improved mapping capabilities of PO distribution and related biophysical
parameters on basis of the previously developed methods and near synchronous sea truth data
acquired on 2014.
INTRODUCTION
The operative support to global oceanographic studies has already provided since a long time by
remote sensing satellite systems operating at intermediate spatial resolution (i.e. SeaWifs,
MODIS, MERIS,..) and focusing mainly on ocean color detection to assess final products, like SST
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(Sea Surface Temperatures), CHL (Chlorophyll) and sediments distributions, based on well
established algorithms. In spite of their usefulness for open seas studies, due to more stringent
spatial scale requirements (1-30 m.) and frequent higher optical complexity of shallow waters
such kind of widely used remotely sensed data unluckily is less exploitable for analyzing the PO
and seagrass coastal ecosystems in terms of discrimination, extension and other specific
biophysical parameters. In this context the exploited methods include sea truth measurements
coupled with information more suitable in terms of spatial resolution as those that may be provided
by the currently available earth observation (EO) satellite (Pasqualini et.al., 2005) and airborne
(Borfecchia et al 2013 b) HR/VHR (High/Very High Resolution) multispectral (Wabnitz et al. 2008)
sensors. Although these EO systems, exploiting VHR sensors on board of polar satellite platforms,
have suitable capabilities for monitoring and mapping of coastal PO ecosystems in term of
radiometric and spatial resolution, their operational mode is usually based on user request and
commercial distribution which not involve systematic collection of data of the Earth's surface but
only acquisitions on selected and limited areas of interest in the planned period based on specific
customer needs. From this point of view, taking into account their spatial resolution and acquisition
mode features, the operative monitoring of coastal shallow waters could be provided only by
Landsat family or similar satellite HR sensors which are conceived for systematic acquisitions of
reflectance data from 180x180 Km. tiles over entire Earth surface. Unfortunately due to their few
and broad bands in the optical ranges, of limited use for sea water monitoring and poor radiometric
capability in term of SNR (Table 1), the older Landsat sensors (i.e. TM and ETM+) resulted often
inadequate to be widely and usefully exploited for the seabed mapping and for monitoring of
shallow waters frequently characterized by turbidity conditions and optical complexity. The new OLI
sensor belongs to the new generation of Landsat sensors, with acquisition channels strengthened
in terms of number and radiometry maintaining at same time the useful ground resolution and
revisit capability of the previous ones. Therefore the Landsat 8 OLI data, acquired on August 2014
were tested for its mapping capabilities of PO meadows distributed along the middle Tyrrhenian
coastal shallow waters. The atmospherically corrected multispectral OLI reflectance data were
exploited to assess various regressive models using the related in situ point station measurements,
previously acquired on selected PO meadows. All the estimated models referring to different PO
parameters exhibit a sufficient correlation and a significant confidence level, especially those on
homogeneous substrate. Further evaluations exploited the WASI-2D (Gege, 2014) code to
produce a seabed fractional distribution of substrates and seagrass coverages taking into account
also of water column noise effects through the bio-optical models inversion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Area of Interest
As stated before the present work focused on the coastal area near Civitavecchia (figure n. 1) town
where a previous project (Borfecchia et al 2013 a) dealt with the seagrass mapping in the
contiguous more southern part of S. Marinella (Micheli et al. 2010) using the Quick-Bird VHR data
acquired on 21-04-2010 and where a PO restoration pilot intervention (triangular yellows symbols)
was carried out through transplantation innovative methods to account for PO meadow damages
during a dredging works near Civitavecchia port. Continuing that activity the main goal of the
present work was to evaluate the new Landsat 8 OLI sensor capabilities for operative methods
implementation for detecting and monitoring the contiguous PO meadows, in the Civitavecchia
coast, especially those near the more threatened areas close to the harbors and infrastructures. In
the monitored coastal areas different impact factors arising mainly from anthropogenic activities
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concentration linked mainly with harbors and power plant presence are threatening the PO
meadows, in particular their damages from ships frequent berth and harborages have reduced the
meadows extent in correspondence of main harbors. In addiction the pollutants, nutrients and
sediments load coming from urban coastal settlements, agricultural practices and local rivers
discharge often reduce the water transparency with further impacts on the local PO ecosystems
(Micheli et al., 2010). These new mapping activities through the integrated approach based on the
remote sensing techniques are of a great importance in this coastal zone, which is within the most
rapidly changing Tyrrhenian coastal environments, mainly due to increase of anthropogenic
activities (industry, urbanization and tourism), as well as natural process (hydro-dynamism and
coastal erosion), and can provide an effective spatial assessment of the ecological status of P.
oceanica meadows, supported by multidisciplinary contribution mainly from the genetic and
phenology analyses. In this context the availability of new high resolution satellite sensors (i.e.
Sentinel 2, Landsat 8,….) represents a valuable opportunity to test their improved capability in
terms of ampler FOV (field of view) spectral bands and radiometry for coastal ecosystems effective
monitoring and mapping in these threatened shallow waters often subject to turbidity and other
impact factors. The Tyrrhenian coastal areas near Civitavecchia (Rome, Italy) town is particularly
complex from both a socio-economic and an ecological point of view (Borfecchia et al., 2013 b)
since it hosts several economically relevant activities relating to tourism, thermo-electrical power
industry, agriculture, fisheries, aquaculture and cultural heritage with important monuments and
infrastructures (harbours, dykes, etc.) which feature the territory. From an environmental point of
view, the study area is characterized by various minor streams with seasonal regime that often can
bring suspended matter with natural and anthropic pollutant, by a very complex ground's
morphology affecting the wind regimes and coastal currents and by the presence of important
benthic biocenosis (such as Posidonia oceanica meadows) which are particularly sensitive to
climate changes and suffer not only for seasonal sharp variations of current hydrodynamic field but
also for the effects of local harbour (dredging, vessel traffic, etc), and anthropogenic activities
threatening the coastal ecosystem. The figure n. 2 shows a true colors synoptic view of our coastal
area of interest in the middle Tyrrhenian sea as acquired by Landsat 8 OLI satellite polar sensor on
12-06-2014 to with a preliminary map of PO distribution obtained from the preprocessed remotely
sensed data as explained below (see next paragraphs) is superimposed. Here the PO sea truth
sampling stations are reported as colored triangular symbols. Their filling color represents the
categories of PO LAI (Leaf Area Index) in terms of m 2/m2, obtained from the in situ measured
parameters ( density, shoots/m2, leaf phenology,..) while the approximated limits of PO meadows
distribution assessed by processing the in situ data historical series are reported in violet color.
Eo and sea truth data
The MERIS satellite sensor used for operative monitoring of open seas at global level has enough
narrow acquisition bands (Table 1) in the optical range with radiometric resolution (FWHM) and
SNR optimal for ocean color detecting but its too low ground resolution (300 m.), even if
successfully exploited also for coastal monitoring (Ruddik et al., 2010), doesn’t allow the segrass
mapping in the sea bed. On the other hand although the older Landsat ETM+ sensor, having a
poorer acquisition channels but a better spatial resolution (30 m.), was usefully exploited for
segragrass and bentic mapping in very transparent waters, often in more turbid shallow waters like
those in the northern Mediterranean basin it fails. In fact due to its insufficient SNR and 8-bit
radiometric range (Table 1) , its multispectral data frequently show the characteristic strip noise
over water surface arising from too low reflectance signals under sensibility level of the sensor
coming from there which limits its useful utilization for these marine applications. The newer
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Landsat 8 OLI sensor maintain the same ground resolution of the previous one while the
radiometry in term of SNR of its optical channels increase and the coastal deep blue was
specifically introduced to better support the coastal monitoring capability. These improved features
allow to acquire multispectral data in agreement with the requirements previously defined for PO
meadows effective monitoring and mapping (Dekker et al. 2005) at same time, thanks to their 12
bit radiometry dynamic coupled with deep blue acquisition capability should make this satellite
system able to provide a more effective tool to be used in this particular context of shallow water
monitoring and benthic mapping. Although the Landsat sensors are able to acquire a 180X180 Km
HR multispectral frames in the optical range which are about 1,8 time wider than those
acquired by VHR commercial sensors, their revisit time of about 16 days at our mid-latitude zone
is frequently insufficient to suitably capture the reflectance signals from the evolving phenology
during the significant phases of seasonal cycles of vegetal ecosystems, often affected by cloud
cover. The next ESA Sentinel 2 dual system, whose launch is planned within the 2015, with
spectral and spatial features ( fig. 1) and resolution of its optical sensor similar to that of Landsat 8
OLI and 5 day of revisit time (thank to dual satellite platform), will represent a realistic step forward
to overcome the issues above cited.
One of the main goals of this work was to test the capability of the new Landsat 8 OLI HR data for
the effective detection and mapping of the PO growing in the seabed within the euphotic zone in
the middle Tyrrhenian areas where the previously described impact factors are more significant.
In this perspective the exploitation of the measurements acquired in the areas of interest in the
paste and during a sea truth campaign an purpose started in 2013 as calibration was pursued. A
preliminary distribution of PO meadows along the coastal areas of interest (figure 2) was estimated
from the available historical series of different sea truth data suitably pre-processed and
homogenized. In the first months of 2013, before the campaign a preventive inspection of PO
meadows located along the coast areas of interest was conducted aiming at suitably selecting and
positioning by means of GPS techniques all the measurement stations in order to be
representative of the local PO effective distribution. Once defined the stations distribution (figure
2). the measurement phase started earlier focusing on the stations located in correspondence of
the most endangered meadows in the more threatened sites (i.e., ports, anchorages, touristic
beach, river discharges,…). The measurements included the usual plant biometric parameters
(density, biomass, etc.) derived from suitable sampling schema based on a statistical approach
involving partial measurements and samples gathering from 1 m2 subplots (5–10), randomly
distributed around (within a 15 m. radius) the station center. Considering that even if these
preliminary acquired sea truth measurements are not fully synchronous with Landsat 8 satellite
overpass, most of them refer to late summer PO meadow rest condition in the subsequent year
and happened unchanged respect to previous inspection, so we assumed that they were usefully
exploitable for calibration and validation purposes in this context. As you can see (Figure 1) in our
area of interest the measurements in the 18 sampling stations show a significant range of PO LAI
values (2,8-9,2 m2/m2). The preliminary evaluation of the results of these sea truth measurements
acquired on the PO meadows of Civitavecchia shallow waters during the 2013-2014 years,
confirmed the above cited ecosystem stress factors especially around the harbors and river
discharge where concentration of ship traffic or anthropic pollution are the main impact factors on
PO meadows. In fact, as you can see in figure 2, the PO phenology data referring to some
important parameters like shoots density and LAI happen lower than those acquired on the other
coastal sites at stations s07, s11 and s14 which correspond respectively to touristic arbor of
Civitavecchia and two rivers discharge near S. Marinella town (figure 2).
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Preprocessing and modelling
To preliminarily test the Landsat 8 OLI capabilities for PO mapping, a standard atmospheric
correction was exploited in order to remove the atmospheric effects from the TOA (Top Of
Atmosphere ) at sensor radiance/reflectance which in general are near equivalent to the useful
signal coming from the water surface under form of water leaving radiance (WLR). This latter
includes a further noise contribution by the optically active components in water column, whose
significant concentrations typically characterize the coastal shallow waters. So in order to obtain
the wanted reflectance signal from the PO meadows growing in the sea bed it’s necessary to
further correct the water leaving reflectance signal for the water column contribution depending on
the absorption and scattering IOP,s (Inherent Optical Properties) determined by the optically active
constituents.
The necessary radiometric preprocessing of the Landsat 8 frame was implemented through an
“image based” approach based on the new ATCOR code integrated within Erdas-Imagine
package. The “image based” approach exploits specific information contained in the same
multispectral image to be corrected and do not require additional in-situ field measurements
simultaneous to the satellite overpass and furthermore being easy to apply is adapt for our
operative use. This allowed us to account for the atmospheric noise effects on the basis of AOD
(Aerosol Optical Depth) mean value derived from image itself taking into account also of the pixels
adjacency contribution that might be very important for suitably monitoring of coastal sea beds in
shallow waters at land-sea interface due to possible contamination from higher reflectance values
of land pixels.
First of all from the atmospherically corrected optical data in the blu-green range a NCVI
(Normalized Coastal Vegetation Index) spectral index was derived:
NCVI= (b2-b1 )/ (b2+b1)

(1)

where the b1 and b2 state respectively for Landsat 8 OLI coastal deep blue (band 1 in table 1) and
blue-green (band 2 in table 1) bands. The index attempts to exploits the higher spectral resolution
of coastal band and the bigger vegetation reflectance absorption in the blue channel to
discriminate the different seabed coverage and at same time the reduction of multiplicative noise
effects due to ratio based formulation. A superior threshold on the assessed NCVI distribution was
then interactively applied with the objective to evaluate a preliminary PO distribution (figure 2).
Several regressive statistic models using the sea truth data acquired at the measurement stations
and corresponding point values of various spectral indices extracted from atmospherically
corrected multispectral images were then assessed in order to check their detection capability of
seagrass and PO features. In particular a multivariate approach was attempted using as
independent variables in addition to the above NCVI also others indices like usual NDVI
(Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) and bathymetry (depth) derived from interpolation of
cartographic data available for the area of interest:
BP=c0+ c1 NCVI + c2 NDVI + c3 depth + c4 SVI +…..

(2)

where cx means the various coefficient to be determined in model evaluation while SVI states for
generic Spectral Vegetation Index obtained from combination of atmospherically corrected
remotely sensed reflectances. The dependent variables in the evaluated models were the various
biophysical parameters (BP) obtained from sea truth PO plants biometry (i.e. Density, Shoots/m2,
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LAI, …) and subsequent laboratory analyses. In addition to biometry data of PO plants the
prevalent substrate of the sea bed ( 3 classes) in every measurement station was recorded in
order to allow the subsequent evaluation of its contribution in modelling approach.
Being interested on the useful reflectance signal coming from PO and seagrass plants growing on
the seabed a further approach was introduced to account for the noise contribution from the
water column (Mumby et al., 1998, Borfecchia et al., 2013) through the WASI-2D code ( Gege,
2014) able to extract information about the waterbody and possibly the bottom sea bed in optically
complex coastal waters from WLR atmospherically corrected multispectral imagery data. It allow to
retrieve the concentration distribution of the main optically active water components
(phytoplankton, CDOM and suspended sediments) and a number of other parameters affecting the
WLR signal also in shallow waters, in particular the water depth and coverage percentage of the
various bottom types like sand, macrophytes and phytobenthos. Data analysis is based on a
flexible inversion of well-established bio-optical models (i.e. Albert & Gege, 2006) which returns
parameters that allow the simulated spectra match the measured ones as good as possible. The
WASI-2D simulated spectra typical of the coastal shallow water column accounts for, CDOM,
detritus, and mixtures of up to 6 phytoplankton classes and two spectrally different types of
suspended matter. The reflectance of the sea floor is treated as mixture of up to 6 substrate types
whose reflectance spectra are stored in a database covering the spectral range from 350 to 1000
nm in1 nm intervals. This database contains all reflectance spectra used in the code and can be
upgraded to represent the actual optical properties of water constituents, bottom types and the
atmosphere of the studied area. In our case the Landsat 8 OLI atmospherically corrected
reflectance data of the coastal area of interest were reformatted before they were provided in input
to WASI-2D code, then the interactive calibration procedure using the most representative pixel
subsets in correspondence of the threatened zones was accomplished. In order to face with the
possible convergence issues various constraints for the concentration ranges of the optically active
components were introduced on the basis of the preventive analysis of the water column thematic
products previously implemented within a the CoastColour project (Ruddik et al., 2010), funded
by ESA (European Space Agency) to provide support specifically devoted to coastal, optically
complexes, shallow waters monitoring. The provided spectra for the different sea bed coverages
in addition to those of sand and sediment include also that of some green macrophytes (Chara
contraria, Potamogeton perfoliatus) which has been exploited for the preliminary PO extents
assessment using this bio-optical approach.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The graph reported in figure 2 shows the distribution of LAI and Shoots density of PO meadows in
the 18 sampling stations distributed (as triangle symbols) along the our coastal section of interest
as reported in figure 3. Here you can see how the lower values of parameters, corresponding to
s07, s11 and s14 codes, are mainly located in neighborhood areas of local impact factors like
harbor infrastructures (s07) and potential pollution sources arising from urban concentration (s11)
or river discharge (s14). In figure 3 the distribution of NCVI index is reported as green shades in
overlay to the PO limits (PO2014) , derived from the paste sea truth acquisitions and displayed
using a violet unfilled contours. From the general agreement between these two layer the
effectiveness of the improvement of the OLI sensor in terms of coastal band introduction and SNR
increase respect to the previous ones of the Landsat family could be preliminarily inferred.
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The assessment of regressive models, obtained on the basis of sea truth measurements of PO
meadows phenology and related spectral signatures suitably extracted from atmospherically
corrected multispectral OLI data, consists in the evaluation of multivariate linear expressions and
corresponding statistical parameters, in particular the coefficient of determination (R2) which
indicates how the spectral response is linked with measured biophysical data. For instance, in
table 2 are reported the four regression coefficients ( in bold starting from the upper left column)
evaluated for PO LAI distribution depending on the NCVI, NDVI and bathymetry independent
variables and using only the sea truth data of stations characterized by the rock substrate (8). The
best-fit assessment of model coefficients and the relative statistical t p-value parameters indicate a
weighty importance of NCVI variable while the global P-Value(F) state for a 91% of confidence
level of the model with the correlation coefficients R2adj bigger than 0.5 (Radj=0.707) which
demonstrates the capability of the Landsat 8 OLI spectral indices as independent variables, in
explaining the distribution of sea truth dependent variables, like the LAI.
As you can see in table 3 in general, the distribution of many biophysical parameters of PO
meadows in the coastal zone of interest is significantly correlated with that of the related spectral
indices derived from the atmospherically corrected Landsat 8 OLI frames. In fact the R2 adj
correlation coefficient reach 0,584 value for PO cover percentage in all the sampling stations while
the 0,503 value refers to shoots density and LAI ( whose distribution is reported in figure 4)
important PO biophysical parameters distribution of PO meadows on rock substrate. The PO
coverage (%) model shows the best confidence level which generally decreases for those models
assessed using only the sea truth data of the rock substrate. The adjusted correlation and related
P-values of the specific dry weight biophysical parameter present the worst values perhaps arising
from the samples management and laboratories analyses.
The preliminary results obtained through Wasi-2D code were reported in figure 5. Due to inversion
processing optimization needs the area of interest was reduced to include only the coastal zone
where the PO meadows span. The test was conducted using some constrains for estimated
parameters derived from preliminary analysis of the achievement obtained for the area of interest
within the Coastcolour project while the preloaded spectra of macrophyte was exploited to assess
the PO distribution. Although the estimated TSM and DOM distributions seem realistic, with
maximum concentration according to the impact factors location, a further test and
calibration/validation cases both with appropriate sea truth measurements also in term of
reflectance spectra in shallow waters of interest acquired also for PO meadows are needed.
From these preliminaries results, first of all the general suitability of the Landsat 8 OLI sensor for
coastal ecosystems and shallow waters monitoring and specifically for PO mapping purposes must
be outlined. In addition, thanks to sensor new radiometric and geometric features although it was
possible to implement an effective “image based” standard radiometric preprocessing procedure
for atmospheric noise attenuation by means of the ATCOR software, it must be outlined that a
different handling of aerosol estimate should be required taking into account of its realistic
distribution along the entire coast under study. the Wasi-2D code need to be more explored in
order to take effective advantage of its powerful capabilities using also its customization possibility
by exploiting the ingest of specific spectra and parameters adapt to specific coastal/marine area
and monitoring goals.
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MERIS

Landsat 7 ETM+

Landsat 8 OLI

Band cent (nm.) FWHM Band cent (nm.) FWHM SNR Band cent (nm.) FWHM SNR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13

412,69
442,56
489,88
509,82
559,69
619,6
664,57
680,82
708,33
753,37
778,41
864,88

9,94
9,95
9,96
9,96
9,97
9,98
9,99
7,49
9,99
7,5
15,01
20,05

443
482,5

20
65

130 Coastal / Aerosol
130 Blue

1

485

70

40

1
2

2

560

80

41

3

562,5

75

100 Green

3

660

60

28

4

655

50

90 Red

4

835

130

35

5

865

40

90 NIR

36
29

6
7
8
9

1375
1610
2220
10895

30
100
200
59

10

12005

101

5
7
6

1650
2220
11450

200
260
2100

Table 1- Spectral and radiometric features of satellite sensors

Cirrus
100 SWIR1
100 SWIR2
TIR1
TIR2
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Sentinel 2 spectral bands

Figure 1 – Spectral configuration of satellite and airborne sensors

Figure 2 – Sea truth data of selected PO biophysical parameters ( shoots/m2, LAI) and the related
NCVI point values for all the measurement stations
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power plant

principal harbor

Station LAI
2

2

(m /m )
touristic port

Figure 3- Location of the in situ measurements stations and corresponding measured PO LAI in overlay to
Landsat 8 OLI true color acquired on 12-08-2013. The NCVI (Normalized Coastal Vegetation Index),
obtained from atmospherically corrected spectral reflectances of the Landsat 8 OLI in the coastal and
visible channels, was exploited to delineate the PO distribution through a threshold of density sliced green
tones whose distribution shows a good agreement with in situ derived PO limits (PO 2014 - violet).
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PO LAI model (18/9 sampling stations )

Coefficients

Std. Err

t ratio

p-value

const

327.187

149.163

21.935

0.07975

*

NCVI

−43.4202

138.723

-31.300

0.02596

**

deph

−0.791541

0.261154

-30.309

0.02905

**

NDVI

377.896

224.368

16.843

0.15295

dep. var. Mean

3.932.222

SQM Dep. var.

0.909296

Res. Square Sum

2.053.570

Regression E.S.

0.640870

R2

0.689538

R2adj

0.503260

F(3, 5)

3.701.671

P-value(F)

0.096433

2

2

Table 1 - Regressive linear model for LAI (m /m ) of PO meadow of measurement stations on rock
substrate.

Substrate>
R2
R2adj
E.S.
P-value(F)

Coverage (%)
All
Rock

Shoots/m2
All
Rock

dry weight(g.)
All
Rock

LAI (m2/m2)
All
Rock

0,657

0,57

0,509

0,689

0,299

0,596

0,45

0,689

0,584
17,216
0,0014

0,43
11,57
0,0773

0,404
97,634
0,0161

0,503
35,318
0,0961

0,083
0,189
0,291

0,354
0,142
0,177

0,333
1,61
0,033

0,503
0,64
0,096

Table 2 – Correlation coefficients and other regression model parameters for all measurement
stations (All) and for those on rock substrate.
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Figure 4 – PO LAI distribution obtained from corresponding regression model
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Figure 5 - TSM, DOM and PO distributions obtained using the WASI-2D code

